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CoreVest grows loan book with acquisition
of Black Square
by Steve Randall

05 Nov 2018
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Market Update

One of America’s leading lenders to
residential real estate investors is
expanding its loan book and operations
through an acquisition.
CoreVest has entered into an agreement
to acquire substantially all of the loan
assets of Black Square Real Estate.
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Black Square provides bridge and
rehabilitation loans on non-owner
occupied residential properties and has
professionals who are specialists in shortterm lending and construction
management oversight who will join
CoreVest as part of the deal.

Housing boom is back... but without the bubble

"We are very excited about the business
prices nationwide now back to where they were a
and talent that is coming with this
decade ago, just before the ﬁnancial crisis
transaction," noted Beth O'Brien, Founder
and CEO of CoreVest. "We are at a pivotal
time in the short-term lending market where signiﬁcant construction experience is a
strong positive differentiator for lending partners. Black Square has that expertise."
America's housing market is booming with home

Additional product offerings
CoreVest was founded in 2014 as Colony American Finance and has since closed
nearly $4 billion in loans and ﬁnanced almost 30,000 investment properties.
The acquisition of Black Square will enable it to expand that focus to include single
asset bridge lending, 'ﬁx and ﬂip' renovation loans, construction lending and shortterm lines of credit.
"The expanded team will allow us to provide superior service to our borrowers,
making CoreVest a single source for all the ﬁnancing needs of residential real estate
investors," said Ryan McBride, CoreVest COO.
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